Abstract. Let: {X} be a sequence of r.v.'s, and: M n := max (Xi,..., X n ), m n : = min (Xi,... ,X n )-Our goal is to prove the almost sure central limit theorem for the properly normalized vector {M n ,m n }, provided: 1) {X,} is an i.i.d. sequence, 2) {Xi} is a certain standardized stationary Gaussian sequence.
the result in [9] considers the ASCLT in its joint version for the maxima and sums of some r.v.'s, while the ASCLT for the vectors of several large maxima and for some random permanents has been stated in [10] .
The purpose of our paper is to prove another version of the ASCLT, which is the ASCLT in its joint version for the maxima and minima of some r.v.'s. Namely, we investigate the almost sure convergence of the followf 1 N 1 1 ing sequence of logarithmic means: <
-V] -I{M n < u n ,m n < v n \ >, {logN n=1 n J where: M n , m n denote the maximum and minimum of some r.v.'s X\,..., X n , respectively, and {u n }, {v n } are certain numerical sequences. We shall show that the almost sure convergence occurs for such the logarithmic averages, provided {X,} is an i.i.d. sequence or {Xi} is some standard normal one.
The following notations will be used in our paper: M n := max(Xi,.. .,X n ), m n := min(Xi,.. .,X n ), M kyH := maxpf fe+1 ,.. .,X n ), mk,n '•= rciin(Xfc +1 ,..., X n ), r (n) := Cov (X\,X\ +n ),
$ -the standard normal d.f., CG (CH) -the set of the continuity points of the d.f. G (H).
Furthermore, / (n) <C g (n) and / (n) ~ g (n) will stand for / (n) = O (g (n)) and / (n) /g (n) -> 1, as n -> oo, respectively, and -> will denote that the convergence occurs at all the continuity points of the limit function.
Main results
Our first main result is the following ASCLT in the joint version for the maxima and minima of i.i.d. r.v.'s. Xi, X2, ... is an i.i.d. sequence with the common d.f. F. Then: (i) If, for some numbers 0 < r < oo, 0 < rj < oo, the sequences {u n }, {v n } satisfy, respectively: (1) n
THEOREM 1. Suppose that

(1 -F (u n )) -• T, nF (v n ) -> rj, as n -> oo,
we have
) a.s.,
(ii) If, for some d.f.'s G, H, the sequences {a n > 0}, {b n } and {a n > 0}, {Pn} are such that:
we have for all x € CQ, y G CH that
The second of our main results is the following ASCLT in the joint version for the maxima and minima of some stationary standard normal sequences. 
Then: (i) If, for some numbers 0 < r < 00, 0 < rj < 00, the sequences {u n }, {v n } satisfy, respectively:
lim ---V -/ {M n < u n , m n <v n } = e T (l -e r ') a.s., N-HX> log iV -' n n= 1 (^m^) i/ i/ie sequences {a n > 0}, {&n} an d {cx n > 0}, {/3n} are suc/i that:
we have for all x, y € K that
= exp (-e~~x) (l -exp (-e~y)) a.s.
Auxiliary results
In this section, we state and prove four lemmas, which will be needed for the proofs of our main results. The first lemma will be applied in the proof of Theorem 1, while the next three ones will be used in the proof of Theorem 2. Here the first of the mentioned lemmas is. 
= (F K) -F (vn)) n~k -(F (un) -F (vn)) n .
This and the elementary fact that z n~k -z n < k/n, if 0 < z < 1, yield
which is the desired result (11).
•
We now formulate and prove three lemmas, which will be used in the proof of our second main result. Therefore, (14) E 11 {Mn < un, mn >vn} -I {Mkin < un, mk>n > = (P {Mfcjn <un} + P {mKn >vn}-P {{MKn < un} U {mktn > vn}})
-(P {Mn <un} + P {mn >vn}-P {{Mn < un} U {mn > wn}}) = (P {MKn <Un}-P {Mn < Un}) + (P {m^n > Vn} -P {mn > Vn})
As {{Mn < Un} U {mn > un}} is a subset of {{Mk,n < un} U {mktn > un}}, we get P {{Mn < un} U {mn > vn}} -P {{Mk n < un} U {mfc,n > vn}} < 0.
This and (14) yield (15) E\I{Mn < un,mn > vn} -I{Mk,n < un,mkin > u"}| < (P {Mk)n <un}-p {Mn < un}) + (P {mKn > vn} -P {mn > vn}).
It follows from the proof of Lemma 2.4 in Csaki and Gonchigdanzan [6] that
Thus, it remains to estimate the difference (P {mk^n > vn} -P {mn > vn}). Clearly, we have Cov (-X\, -Xi+n). It is obvious that r (n) = r(n). In addition, since the sequence {Xi} is standard normal, the sequence {-Xi} is standard normal as well, and Mk,m Mn are the maxima of some standardized stationary Gaussian r.v.'s. Due to an assumption on {vn} in (6) and the fact that
we get:
Thus, by applying (17) and replacing M n by M n and u n by (-v n ) in the proof of Lemma 2.4 in Csaki and Gonchigdanzan [6] , we obtain
The relations in (15), (16) and (19) imply
which is the desired result (13).
We now give the proof of the following auxiliary result.
LEMMA 3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2 on X\,X2, • • •, and {u n }, {v n }, r (n), we have for k < n that
Proof. Let k < n. We have
It is easy to check that
= |P{v k < Xi < u k ,...,v k < X k < u k ,v n < X k+1 < u n ,...,v n < X n < u n }.
-P{v k < Xi < u k ,...,v k < x k < u k }P{v n < X k+ i < u n ,...,v n < X n < U n }\.
Let ,..., X n^ denote a standard normal vector, which has the same distribution as ... ,X n ), but is independent of (Xi,... ,X k ). Put: -oo
We have A' 1 (26)- (29) 
Kj
Observe that, due to (5), r (n) -• 0, as n -» oo. This and the remark before the statement of Lemma 4.3.2 in Leadbetter et al. [14] imply supn>i |r (n)| = 5 < 1, which yields that supj^ \pij\ = S < 1. Therefore, <35) Let C = C (S). Obviously C is a positive constant, which depends only on 5. Due to (34), (35), we deduce that F' (h) is not greater than the sum
^ElAi-ASI^-^J^ElAi-ASI^-^}.
This and the relation in (23) It follows from the assumptions on {u n }, {v n } in (6) and Lemma 2.1 in Csaki and Gonchigdanzan [6] that •, and {u n }, {vn}, t (n), we have for k < n that (39) lim P {M n < u n ,m n > v n } = where r, 77 satisfy (6). n->00
Proof. Let {Xi} be an i.i.d. standard normal sequence. Put: M n := max(Xi,..., X n ), fh n := min(Xi,..., X n ).
First, we shall estimate the term |P {M n < u n ,m n > v n } -P{M n < u n ,m n > u n }|. Observe that P {M n < Un, m n >v n } -P |m" <u n ,m n > v n } | = P {v n <Xi<u n ,.. • ,v n <X n <u n } -P \ v n <Xi<u n ,... ,v n <X n <u n \\. Var f ^ -7 {Mn <un,mn> vn}J < log TV.
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This and Lemma 3.1 in Csaki and Gonchigdanzan [6] Furthermore, it follows from Theorem 1.1 in Csaki and Gonchigdanzan [6] that, provided r satisfies (1), Af->00 log N 1 ' n iv-»00 log N n n=1 log N ' n Af-»00 
I 1 ^ logn (58)
D22 <V----^ n (log log n) £ k ^ n (log log n) l+e log iV ^ l (log AT 
